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Abstract: Non-destructive measurements of high aspect ratio microscale features, especially those
with internal geometries such as micro-holes, remain a challenging metrology problem that is
increasing in difficulty due to the increasing requirement for more complexity and higher tolerances
in such structures. Additionally, there is a growing use of functional surface texturing for improving
characteristics such as heat transfer and wettability. As a result, measurement techniques capable of
providing dimensional form and surface finish for these features are of intense interest. This review
explores the state-of-the-art inspection methodologies compatible with high-aspect-ratio structures
and their suitability for extracting three-dimensional surface data based on identified high-aspect
ratio structure types. Here, the abilities, limitations, challenges, and future requirements for the
practical implementation and acceptance of these measurement techniques are presented.
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1. Introduction

Component miniaturisation is an essential part of the technological development
driven by the evolution of microfabrication techniques such as micro-electro discharge
machining [1,2], ultrasonic micro-cutting [3]/drilling [4], micro- and nano-lithography [5,6],
nanoimprint [7], and micro-moulding and forming [8]. This allows the creation of structures
tens of micrometres in diameter and greater than 1 mm in depth, such as micro-holes, -
nozzles, and -channels.

There is also increasing interest in the application of functional surface texture for im-
proving performance characteristics of parts, especially within areas of heat transfer [9–14],
lubrication [15–17], and wettability [18–24]. The development and increasing use of additive
manufacturing for functional parts also allows for the construction of parts which are impos-
sible to manufacture through conventional methods of machining. This includes complex
internal cavities for weight reduction, performance enhancement, and compactness of design.

Internal features, especially those of small blind holes and internal micro-structures,
present significant metrological challenges and are typically more difficult to measure than
external features. The main difficulty in performing precise and accurate measurements of
micro-holes using contact probe-type approaches is the contact force, which can damage
the sample. Additionally, the limited probing space often requires a long and thin probe,
which can lead to stylus deformation and measurement error. Measurement speed is also
limited in order to reduce the probe’s impulse leading to slow scanning speeds. Traditional
optical measurement techniques are inhibited by the line of sight, where the radiation beam
is obstructed or reflected by the sidewall of the micro-hole. These challenges have led to
the development of a wide range of sensors for probing hard-to-reach regions.

Despite measurement difficulties, it is necessary to inspect the fabricated products to
verify and improve their quality, which requires accurate and repeatable measurements
of component geometry and surface texture. This leads to implications on the required
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measurement range, speed, and resolution in both axial and radial dimensions. As these
high-aspect-ratio (HAR) structures increase in complexity, the chosen metrology tools used
to characterise these features must have an appropriate level of performance.

This review covers the state-of-the-art technologies suited for providing a three-
dimensional measurement of HAR features, focusing on internal geometries along with
a critical analysis of their performance. Here, an overview of noted current limitations and
the capabilities of each method are presented, summarised, and contrasted with another.

1.1. Exemplar Features

The areas considered in this review are measurement techniques for form and surface
texture metrology in HAR structures for internal structures with a diameter of 0.1 mm to
10 mm and depths greater than 1 mm. These structures can be separated into four categories:
(1) straight; (2) tapered; (3) with internal geometry; and (4) non-straight. For micro-hole
structures, there are five geometric features which are of primary interest: (1) cylindricity;
(2) diameter; (3) straightness; (4) taper; and (5) surface roughness. Each measurement tech-
nique’s ability to measure the above structures and geometric features is highlighted within
this review.

Some exemplar micro parts with HARs are shown with applications and typical di-
mensions in Figure 1. It can be seen that, for all of these parts, both dimensional and surface
roughness parameters are of critical importance to their intended operating characteristics,
and further that the feature scales are very challenging.
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Figure 1. Geometry types with exemplar cross-sections, associated components and dimensions from
industrial applications [25–31].

1.2. Measurement System Requirements

The following considerations should be applied when selecting a probing system for
dimensional analysis of HAR structures: (1) minimising system cost—the implemented
sensing principle should be as simple as possible with a minimal number of sensors; (2) ease
of integration with scanning technologies such as a CMM/µCMM/motorised stages and
required measurement mechanism—scanning or point base; (3) ability to measure in
workshop environments or on-machine–environment impact; (4) measurement speed;
(5) traceability and calibration; (6) probe dimensions; (7) operating range; and (8) measure-
ment characteristics: resolution, accuracy, precision and, uncertainty. For features such
as holes, the ability to measure the sidewalls may only be required due to manufacturing
philosophy dictating extending the hole deeper beyond required removing the requirement
for a measurement operation.

The measurement techniques presented as part of this review are separated into
contact and non-contact methods and then sub-categorised based on the measurement
principle employed; this separation can be seen in Figure 2 in addition to the section in
which each measurement technique is discussed.
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Figure 2. Contact and non-contact measurement techniques and their corresponding location in
the paper.

2. Contact Measurement Techniques

The main issues associated with tactile microprobes include surface force effects,
probe stiffness, probing force, pre-travel speed, constant contact–stylus flight (trackability),
sensitivity to operating conditions, fabrication difficulty, cost, and probe contamination.
These elements are expanded upon below.

At the micro-scale, surface interactions can become the dominant force over gravity.
These forces include capillary, van der Waals, and electrostatic forces and each is affected
by the material, surface properties, environment, and probe size [32]. Surface forces attract
the probe tip to the sample surface and can result in a stick-slip effect during scanning
measurements [33], potentially contaminating the probe tip or surface and reducing mea-
surement repeatability and accuracy. These effects can be reduced by increasing the probe
stiffness or introducing probe vibration.

To measure HAR microstructures, probes need to have a long thin stylus. Due to
this, stylus bending and contact deformation of the probing head limit the measurable
depth. Increasing probe stiffness can produce large measurement forces, which may result
in plastic deformation of the measured surface [34] and probe tip wear during scanning
measurements. Work in micro-CMMS has been aimed at reducing the probing force to sev-
eral mN [35]; however, by reducing the triggering force, false positives become increasingly
likely, and due to the inertia of the probes, slow scanning speeds may be required.

Due to the long slender probing shaft required for HAR measurements, a significant
amount of shaft bending (elastic deformation) Ws can occur during measurement, which
needs to be accounted for when determining the instance of contact. This can be described
by Equation (1) [36] for a symmetrical cylindrical shaft of diameter d and length l, under
a probing force F with Young’s modulus E.

Ws =
64
3π

F
E

l3

d4 (1)

According to Hertz theory, the maximum probing force F before plastic deformation
occurs can be described by Equations (2) and (3) and varies depending on the probing
sphere radius R [37]:

F ≈ 21
R2γ3

E∗2 (2)

1
E∗ =

(
1 − v2

p

)
Ep

(
1 − v2

s
)

Es
(3)

where γ is the yield strength of the workpiece, v is the Poisson’s ratio, and E∗ is the
equivalent Young’s modulus of the corresponding contacting probe p and sample s surface.

Noting that some probes have an operating range of just a few micrometres, if the
approach speed of the probe to the surface is too high, then over-travel after contact with
the sample surface may occur, leading to damage to the sample or probe. The maximum
operating speed u for a probe of a set mass m can be calculated by Equation (4) [38].

u =

√
106γ5R3

mE∗4 (4)
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During scanning profilometry, the stylus tip cannot always follow the surface variation
of the sample; this separation of the stylus tip from the measured surface is referred to
as stylus flight (also known as trackability) and produces errors in the measured profile.
Methods for compensating for these errors through hardware modification (spring stiff-
ness, stylus mass) have been demonstrated along with enhanced control using kinematic
modelling to predict the influence of the measurement setup [39]. Error compensation for
triangular microstructures has also been demonstrated, correcting errors caused by the
specimen inclination and the probe radius [40].

When measuring microscale components, the measurement uncertainty is required
to be very low, often less than 100 nm; this means that environmental effects such as
temperature variation and vibrations from the floor or acoustic excitation become a crucial
impacting factor on measurement quality [41]. This limits many techniques’ ability to be
transferred out of the laboratory environment towards the shop floor.

The manufacture and assembly of microprobe systems with a HAR and high sphericity
probe tip are difficult to achieve at the required size and within the required tolerances [42].
Ball tips with a diameter of less than 100 µm and a sphericity and eccentricity of far less than
1 µm are specified for the measurement of micro features [43], and the production of probe
sizes down to diameters of 50 µm have been demonstrated [44]. Current manufacturing
approaches can be grouped into the two following categories: either the spherical probe
tip is attached to a shaft, or the end of a probe shaft is melted to produce a probe tip [45].
Suitable microspheres are commercially available, and at a laboratory scale, production can
be effectively attached to the probe tip via adhesive bonding [45]. However, this process
does not currently scale well to commercial production volumes. Melting or fabricating the
probe tip [32,46] produces characteristics (diameter, sphericity, and surface texture) which
are strongly dependent on the processing conditions, requiring post-process dimensional
verification. This adds time and cost due to the current lack of on-machine measurement
approaches appropriate for manufacturing line implementation [47].

Probe surface contamination arising from the physical contact between the probe and
measured surface gradually builds up on the surface of the stylus tip and affects the dimen-
sional accuracy of the measurement [48]. Additional inspection should also accompany the
cleaning procedure to verify the effectiveness, determine an appropriate cleaning interval,
and identify contamination or probe damage. Inspection in situ is challenging with the
use of microscopy demonstrated in literature [49], which increases system cost, complexity,
operation downtime, and applicable implementation environments.

Many types of microprobe systems have been proposed [36,50,51] and can be broadly
classified by their detection mechanism. This work distinguishes contact probes into three
groups: (1) flexure-based probes with an elastic mechanism, (2) vibrating probes, and (3) fibre-
based probes using optical detection methods, though some hybrid systems exist.

Some techniques are not covered within this work due to their inability to measure
HAR features on the scales identified, long scanning times, and/or high sensitivities to
environmental disturbances; these include optical trapping probes [52], 3D atomic force
microscopy probes [53], and tunnelling effect probes.

2.1. Elastic Mechanism-Based Flexure Probes

Elastic mechanism-based flexure probes consist of three major components, as shown
in Figure 3a: (1) a stylus; (2) an elastic mechanism; and (3) sensors to detect the deflection.
Typically, the stylus is attached to a floating plate with a probing sphere at its free end. This
floating plate is suspended with an elastic mechanism. At the point of contact, the elastic
mechanism’s deformation is detected by a series of sensors. These sensors can be broadly
categorised as either electrical (capacitive, piezoresistive, and inductive) or optical methods
(interferometric, laser beam deflection, and fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs)). The profile of the
part is constructed by determining the location of the probe once contact with the part has
been detected at discrete locations.
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic showing the principle of operation for flexure hinge-based tactile probes
and an overview of the components and sensors commonly applied in the creation of these probes,
(b) Common flexure hinge designs, and (c) Common sensing principles used to detect distortion of
the flexure hinges.

The elastic mechanism is typically constructed from Beryllium–copper flexure strips,
microwaves, patterned leaf springs, slender rods, flexure hinges, or membranes [54–56]
example hinging mechanisms are shown in Figure 3b. The use of variable stiffness probing
systems has been shown to reduce the contact force whilst maintaining measurement
speed [57,58]. Additional approaches include the use of a mechanical-magnetic coupled
structure to ensure a constant force of the scanning probe [59].

Isotropic probing stiffness for constant deflection is important because it directly relates
to the contact force. Highly anisotropic (materials/structures) may cause the slipping
of the probe tip, resulting in component damage and decreased measurement quality.
Additionally, coupling between the 3-axis deflection is prevalent in many of the presented
implementations, potentially leading to measurement errors.

The following sections provide an overview of flexure hinge probes with approaches
separated according to the sensing principle used.

2.1.1. Piezoresistive

Piezoresistive sensing techniques measure the change in electrical resistivity due to
the deformation of piezoresistive strips either bonded onto the elastic suspension or which
make up the suspension, allowing for determination of the probe tip deflection. Micro-
probes can be made from monocrystalline silicon, which exhibits a strong piezoresistive
effect; this allows for integrated sensitive sensors in thin mechanical constructions. Silicon
also benefits from the use of advanced fabrication processes at the wafer level, offering
low cost and high manufacturing accuracy and reproducibility. However, these sensors are
affected by temperature variation, exhibit self-heating, and typically have a small deflection
range of <10 µm.

The emergence of these probes began in the late 1990s [60,61]. One of the early designs
used a three-element diaphragm with integrated strain gauges similar to the three-element
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configuration is shown in Figure 3b. This probe can achieve an uncertainty below 10 nm
when probing in the z-axis. However, due to the hinge design, when this system is dis-
placed in the z direction, it exhibits parasitic translations in the length direction of the
rods producing a rotation around the z-axis [60,62]. It was found that a reduction in drift
and hysteresis effects could be achieved through the removal of globtop from the MEMS
electrical connections; this was due to the material’s visco-elastic effects [63]. Compensa-
tion for the probe’s anisotropic behaviour through mechanical design was demonstrated,
resulting in an approximately fourfold increase in measurement range and reduction in
uncertainty over this range [64]. This probe was further developed and shown to exhibit an
XYZ repeatability (k = 1) is 2 nm over its measurement range and an uncertainty (k = 2) of
17.4 nm [65]. This probe is now commercially available from Xpress Precision Engineering
B.V. as the ‘Gannen XP.’ The Gannen XP is typically used with a stylus of 6.8 mm exhibiting
an isotropic stiffness of 480 N/m with similar sensitivity in each probing direction.

The Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) probe was based on a boss mem-
brane with four piezoresistive sensors located at each branch of the elastic mechanism [61].
This gave a repeatability (k = 1) of 4.4 nm in the XY, and 1.3 nm in the z-axis [66]. However,
in this configuration, the membrane suspension is overdetermined, resulting in a non-linear
stiffness, and the length of the membrane must increase when the probe tip is moved; this
prevents the use of this probe in a scanning machine with standard controllers. The stiffness
of this microprobe was later modified by inserting apertures into the membrane producing
higher mechanical strains and sensitivity and increasing the operating deflection range
of the probe from 30 µm to 50 µm in the vertical axis. This system demonstrated high
accuracy in the measurement of micro-gears with a measurement standard deviation (STD)
(k = 2) of <100 nm.

In 2019 the Institute of Microtechnology (IMT), in collaboration with PTB, re-designed
the silicon-piezoresistive microprobe. Here, three orthogonally stacked silicon-based mea-
surement cells are able to isolate displacement per cell along a transverse axis with three
identical measuring cells allowing for XYZ displacement detection. This probe has a low
stiffness in the XY plane of approximately 320 N/m with an anisotropy of 1.1:1. This
produces contact forces of approximately 15 mN when using a stylus with a probe tip
diameter of 300 µm, and a 2 mm shaft, this configuration is able to operate over a much
larger measurement range of ±400 µm but has a lower resolution of 200 nm to 500 nm [67].

A compliant cantilever implementation using piezoresistive elements in a Wheatstone
bridge configuration for the determination of deformation of the cantilever beam was
shown in 2008. A stylus of length 1.5 mm to 5 mm, width 30 µm to 200 µm, and thickness
25 µm to 50 µm with an operating range of a 200 µm, nanometre resolution, and several
tens of µN probing force have been produced [68]. A low probe wear (few nm/m) was
observed whilst performing scanning measurements of a roughness artefact with a probing
force of 30 µN and scanning velocity of 0.5 mm/s, with features less than 1 µm in width
being resolvable [69].

In 2014, a closed-loop system where the cantilever readout signal served as the control
signal to the moving stage was shown. The contact force between the cantilever and the
artefact surface could be set before measurements. An uncertainty of (k = 2) ±10 nm during
a measurement speed of 20 µm/s and probing force of 7 µN was demonstrated [70].

2.1.2. Capacitive

Capacitive distance sensors can achieve nanometric resolution with a measuring
range of hundreds of micrometres and low mass. However, they exhibit a non-linear
response across their measuring range, and the measured response is a function of the air
permittivity, which depends on the temperature, barometric pressure, and the CO2 content
of the ambient air.

In 1999, the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) demonstrated a miniature probe with
a three-element diaphragm using beryllium–copper flexure strips and capacitance sensors
placed above each strip. The probe exhibited equal stiffness in XYZ axes with a low probing
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force of 0.1 mN at 10 µm displacement and a working range of ±20 µm and a confirmed
resolution of 3 nm and a theoretical uncertainty (k = 1) of 11 nm [71].

In 2012, the Institute of Machine Tools and Manufacturing (IWF) presented a probing
system using a three-element elastic mechanism similar to NPL but with a replaceable
probing stylus which also operates as a mechanical fuse and can be manufactured with
standard metal cutting machine tools [72]. Here, the uncertainty (k = 2) is increased to
±220 nm in the XY axes and reduced to ±30 nm in the z-axis.

In 2013, a new approach to capacitive sensing was developed using a differential
capacitor to detect probe deflection, using the flexure itself as a capacitive element as
opposed to external capacitive sensors. This system reduces the total probe mass and
tackles the issue of expense by using low-cost and highly accurate MEMS manufacturing
techniques. Experimental results indicate this probing system could be used for the sub-
micrometre measurement of small structures. A stiffness of 22.62 N/m in the x and y axes,
and 337.84 N/m in the z-axis were demonstrated with a displacement resolution better
than 10 nm along the axial direction and 25 nm along the radial direction [73]. However,
the system only has a scanning range of 1 µm. A similar approach was taken in 2014,
demonstrating a sensor resolution of better than 5 nm, with a measurement range of
11.6 µm [74].

2.1.3. Inductive

Inductive sensors generate a high-frequency electromagnetic field; if a metallic object
enters this field, the field will be altered depending on the object’s distance, material,
and size. This detected change can be used to determine object distance. Such probes offer
a high dynamic range and are less sensitive to environmental influences than capacitive
sensors. However, typically inductive probes are larger and bulkier than the alternatives
mentioned in this section because they require a larger coil of wire to generate the elec-
tromagnetic field needed for induction. Due to the use of an electromagnetic field, these
sensors are also sensitive to electromagnetic influences, such as nearby electromagnetic
fields or currents, which can affect the accuracy of the measurement and may require
special precautions such as shielding the probe or using it in a shielded environment,
to prevent interference.

The Federal Institute of Metrology (METAS) developed a tactile probing system which
utilises inductive sensors to determine probe deflection after contact with the measured
surface. The METAS probing system uses three perpendicular transversal axes formed
with a monolithic spring box mechanism with aluminium flexure hinges. The displace-
ment in each axis is measured via three inductive sensors mounted on the probe housing.
The probe has an isotropic stiffness of 20 N/m, giving a repeatability (k = 1) of 5 nm across
a measurement range of ±200 µm [35,38,75].

2.1.4. Optical

The use of optical techniques to determine the deflection of the probing system is
an area of very active research. Three approaches dominate: detecting flexure detection
using the position of a reflected laser beam on quadrant photodetectors (QPDs), position-
sensitive detectors (PSDs), and interferometric approaches.

QPD and PSD

QPDs and PSDs are two types of photodetectors that share a similar functionality:
detecting the position of an incoming light spot. They are commonly used as low-cost,
miniature optical displacement sensors in various applications, such as DVD pick-up heads.
QPDs are equipped with four individual detector elements, whereas PSDs feature a single
detector element divided into multiple pixels. PSDs can be manufactured in various sizes
and shapes and are generally more affordable than QPDs. However, using PSDs instead
of QPDs comes with some trade-offs in terms of sensitivity and accuracy. The response of
PSDs/QPDs is sensitive to the shape and size of the detected light spot. These parameters
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require careful adjustment to ensure that the initial signals of these sensors are set to
approximately “zero” before measurements.

These probes determine the displacement/rotation of a surface by detecting a laser
beam reflected from the surface and measuring the displacement from the ‘zeroed’ position,
as shown in Figure 3c. Other analysis methods have also been used, such as determining
the astigmatic focus error by placing cylindrical lenses before the detector and observing
the incident spot shape. Probes typically require multiple PSDs/QPDs or cooperation with
other sensing methods to achieve part detection in 3D due to signal coupling between
horizontal and vertical displacements [55].

In 1998, a tactical probe capable of XYZ deflection detection was created using three
PSD-based sensors operating on the principle shown in Figure 3c. The probe was sup-
ported by a three-element elastic flexure hinge and consisted of a stylus of length 40 mm
and diameter 2 mm and a 4 mm diameter probing head. The evaluated measurement
uncertainty (k = 2) of the probe was 0.5 µm and was able to achieve an accuracy of 1.5 µm
at a 70 mm/s high probing speed [76].

In 2007, the use of two commercial DVD optical pickup heads (QPD-based) to reduce
system cost was shown. The first sensor measures stylus motion in the Z-axis using the
mentioned focus error method, and the second measures rotations about the XY axes using
the approach shown in Figure 3c. The probe was suspended by a cross-form structure made
of thin steel strips to limit the degrees of freedom (DoF) to 3, preventing rotational motion
about the z-axis and limiting translation of the probe in XY. However, this system only
operated as a touch trigger probe, so scanning was not possible. With a trigger threshold set
to a pre-travel distance of 0.5 µm and corresponding trigger force of >0.1 mN, this system
gave a pretravel error of less than 96 nm and a unidirectional repeatability (k = 2) of 46 nm.
A sensitivity to variation in temperature was found with a 52 nm change in readout over
20 min with a ±0.5 K fluctuation [77].

To further reduce system cost, size, and complexity, an investigation into using a single
QPD as a 2D angle sensor for a touch trigger probe was developed in 2015 and characterised
in 2016. A four v-shaped ‘leaf’ flexure configuration was used, demonstrating a near
isotropic stiffness of less than 1000 N/m and linear trigger range of 1 µm and maximum
operating range of ±8 µm. A stylus 10 mm long with a 0.5-mm diameter probe tip was used
and demonstrated to have a unidirectional repeatability (k = 2) of less than 4 nm in XYZ
and a resolution below 5 nm when measuring a 2 mm × 2 mm square hole. The thermal
drift whilst operating was at a temperature of 20 ± 0.05 ◦C 3 nm over 2 h [78,79]. This
design was later simplified, and the maximum operating range was extended to ±14 µm.

In 2022, a touch trigger probe based on a modified optical lever method with a res-
olution of up to 1 nm was achieved in 3D, with a measurement uncertainty (k = 1) of
18.45 nm and an operating range of ±20 µm with mN level contact force. This work used a
single QPD. To improve the sensitivity of the probe in the vertical direction, an asymmetric
elastic suspension design was implemented [55]. A 5.2 nm thermal drift over 30 min was
determined with a temperature variation of less than 0.04 ◦C.

In 2015, another implementation used five commercial DVD optical pickup heads
(QPD-based) with astigmatic focus error processing to determine offset distance from
the QPD for surface scanning. A new vertical orthogonal sensor configuration was im-
plemented; this allows for opposing sensors for the xy axes and differential detection
improving the sensor resolution by 2 to 0.5 nm in xy and 1 nm in z due to there being
a singular sensor. The probe consisted of two sections, a 100-mm-long carbon fibre bar
and a 2.5-mm-diameter, 50-mm-long ceramic rod, and a 3-mm probing ball. The maxi-
mum deflection was 6.7 µm with a probing force of 5.15 mN (1470 N/m × 3.5 µm) with
a measurement uncertainty (k = 2) of ±0.28 µm. A thermal drift of 8 nm over 30 min when
operating in temperature controlled environment of 20 ± 0.2 ◦C was determined [80].

A double elastic mechanism with two QPD angle sensors was implemented in 2018
for scanning measurements whilst decoupling horizontal and vertical displacement signals
of the probe to improve system sensitivity and accuracy. Here, each layer of the elastic
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mechanism was detected using a QPD [81]. The system was able to achieve a resolution
better than 5 nm and repeatability (k = 1) of 18.2 nm over an operating range of less
than ±10 µm, and a thermal drift of 23 nm over 30 min within a temperature-controlled
environment within 0.13 ◦C.

QPD + Interferometric

Hybrid implementations using both a QPD-based 2D angle sensor and a Michelson
interferometer have been shown in the literature. In 2010, a system using a singular laser
beam focused onto the backside of the flexure element, the reflected beam was then split by
a beam-splitter with one part directed to a QPD detecting tilt about the xy axes, and the
other part was directed to the interferometer to determine z-axis deflection. A theoretical
resolution of 0.3 nm for the interferometer and 0.93 nm for the tilt measurement system
with a repeatability (k = 2) in all directions of 3.4 nm was noted. However, this probe was
limited to a maximum scanning speed of 5 µm/s due to surface interactions and anisotropic
stiffness [56,82].

To avoid sensing coupling between XYZ displacement on the QPD 2D angle sensor,
a new optical layout was developed [83]. A resolution of 1 nm was indicated from experi-
mental results, and a measurement uncertainty (k = 1) of 30 nm with an isotropic probing
stiffness of 1000 N/m. However, it also reduced the operating range to ±10 µm because
the reflected beam separated from the interferometer reference beam during horizontal
probing. The probe stylus was 10 mm in length and 0.5 mm in diameter with a 1 mm
diameter probing ball. The thermal drift was less than 50 nm over three hours in an environ-
ment with temperature fluctuations less than 0.05 ◦C. To expand the measurement range
to ±20 µm, a parallel optical path using two separate laser diodes was established [84],
the leaf spring design was altered to provide a stiffness of 500 N/m with an average contact
force of 11 mN.

Interferometric

In 2010, the use of a Fizeau interferometer to detect the deflection of a probe’s floating
element was demonstrated. A theoretical resolution of 100 nm in the xy plane and 40 nm
in the z-axis was stated with a measured repeatability (k = 2) and uncertainty (k = 2) of
190 nm and 240 mm, respectively. A 160 nm thermal drift over 4 hours was determined
under 20 ± 0.05 ◦C operating conditions [85].

2.2. Vibrating Probes

The use of vibrating probes has been shown to have benefits in terms of low measure-
ment force and reduction of the influence of sticking [86]. However, these systems typically
have small operating ranges requiring slower scan speeds and increased sensitivity to
changes in the environment. There have been many types of vibrating probes reported in
the literature relying on different detection mechanisms, including the use of vibroscanning–
electrical contact, resonant probes using vibration analysis, and acoustic emission.

2.2.1. Vibroscanning—Electrical Contact

The vibroscanning technique was first presented in 1993 [87], operating on the prin-
ciple of sensing electrical contact between a vibrating probe and the measured sample.
The location of the sample is determined by the duration of contact per vibration period
of the probe; thus, scanning-based profile measurements are possible. An on–off voltage
signal of several volts is achieved. Hence little amplification is required giving a high signal
to noise (SNR). The probes vibration also prevents dispersion of electrical contact, improv-
ing result reliability. However, the application of this method is restricted to electrically
conductive materials. This also influences the measurement reproducibility because the
process parameters depend on the sample material. The principle of operation is shown
in the schematic in Figure 4a. Scanning measurement speeds of up to 50 µm/s have been
demonstrated [88].
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Extension of this technique to non-electro-conductive materials using a twin probe
approach has been demonstrated [89]. The principle of operation is shown in Figure 4b.
Here, the electrical contact condition is between two probes with a narrow gap between
them of approximately 5 µm. Investigation into fabrication methods and materials allowed
for probes up to 3 mm in length and 20 µm in thickness to be produced [90]. Demonstration
of this technique for the measurement of micrometre scale HAR structures has also been
presented with measurement speeds of up to 2 mm/s and an estimated precision of
0.5 µm [91].

PZT vibration input PZT vibration input

R Output

Measured
sample

R Output

Measured
sample

(a) (b)X

Z
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Measured point
(x,y,z)

Probe edge

Figure 4. Schematic of vibroscanning probe in (a) single-probe conductive contact and (b) double-
probe non-conductive contact implementations.

2.2.2. Resonant Vibration Probe

The detection of a vibrating probe’s change in resonance frequency due to contact
or interaction with the measured component’s surface has been largely discussed in the
literature with several designs presented, including the use of piezoresistive elements,
MEMs systems, tuning forks for creating a standing wave, and shear force detection. Here
a probe with a HAR shaft is typically attached to a tuning fork oscillator or bulk lead
zirconate titanate (PZT) element such that when the oscillator vibrates the shaft, the free
end creates a free-standing wave with an amplitude greater than the probe shaft diameter.
Interactions between this vibrating end and the measured surface lead to a change in the
vibration response, which can be used to determine distance from the object. It has been
identified that for a multi-axis vibrating probe, the maximum and isotropic sensitivity
throughout the sensor’s measurement range is achieved when a probe has repeated natural
frequencies [92].

These probes can achieve high resolution with very low probing force, and are not as
affected by sticking surface forces. However, they typically operate as touch trigger probes
without the capability to perform scanning measurements, have a limited measuring range,
are fragile, are not suitable for in situ measurements with sensitivity to vibrations which
can affect measurement accuracy, and can be more complex to design and operate requiring
specialised knowledge and equipment.

Piezoresistive Vibrating Probe

The use of PZT elements was shown in 2000 with the creation of a cantilever-type
probe constructed from a thin silicon cantilever with an integrated sharp tip. Here, a drive
PZT causes the probe to resonate, and a detection PZT film is used for vibration sensing,
as shown in Figure 5a. This technique is based on the detection of a resonance frequency
shift, which is produced by the strain caused by the mechanical contact between the probe
and the sidewalls. This system is able to perform sidewall scanning measurements of
HAR features by vibrating in the axis of probing (tapping). The cantilever probes vary
from 20 µm to 500 µm in diameter and 10 µm to 2000 µm in length. Operating with an
accuracy of 0.1 µm and a contact force predicted to be less than 50 µN [93]. This probe
was demonstrated by measuring 200 µm diameter holes to a depth of 1 mm. However,
the measurement performance varies with approach and bending direction. Alternative
approaches using axial vibration of a stylus allow for equal vibration restraint independent
of the approach direction [94]—however, the application of this technique to HAR 3D
measurement, especially for side walls, is difficult.
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Figure 5. Operating principle of vibrating resonance probe-based tactile measurement techniques.
(a) Cantilever probe, (b) standing wave probe using a tuning fork quartz crystal resonator (TF-QCR),
and (c) shear force probe using a TF-QCR.

In 2010 NPL developed a vibrating probe with a three-element suspension and two
built-in PZT actuators per flexure, allowing for vibration in the direction of probing [95].
Subsequently, in 2013, they presented the characterisation of the sensor [96]. The probe was
demonstrated vibrating with an amplitude of 0.3 to 1.5 µm, and through analysis of the
signal phase, the surface could be detected approximately 100 nm from the object; hence
a zero-force measurement could be achieved. However, accurate determination of this
distance is difficult to achieve.

MEMS

The development of a MEMS-based microprobe system utilising three electrostatic
actuators for precise control of stylus probe vibration in xyz axes, and differential capacitive
sensing for measuring the shift in oscillation amplitude and phase has been demonstrated.
The use of electrostatic actuators provides an attractive alternative to PZT transducers,
as they can be easily integrated into MEMS devices, allowing for low-cost batch production,
reduction in crosstalk, and high force output. However, these actuators are sensitive to
environmental conditions such as humidity and particle density and require operation in
a controlled measurement chamber.

The probe oscillation amplitudes are set at x = 0.5 µm, y = 1 µm, and z = 2 µm, with
a predicted contact force of less than 20 µN. The sensor has demonstrated a high contact
resolution of 45 nm in the Z direction and 30 nm in xy. However, the triaxial microprobe
only provides binary information in the xy directions, indicating only whether there is
contact or not [97].

Standing Wave

The use of a standing wave probe has been demonstrated for very low contact force
measurements (estimated as less than 50 nN). Here, a slender probe is bonded along the
length of a tuning fork. When the tuning fork is excited, it causes the probe to oscillate and
create a standing wave at its free end, as shown in Figure 5b. The free end has a length of
5 mm and a diameter of 7 µm, which produces a virtual tip ranging from a few micrometres
to several tens of micrometres. This virtual tip creates a region greater than the diameter
of the shaft, removing the need for a probing element and reducing system complexity
and cost while enabling the measurement of very small diameter features. The tuning fork
provides both actuation to the probe and detects changes in the signal, allowing for the
determination of the probe’s contact with a surface [98].

The probe oscillates in a single horizontal direction, making it sensitive in 1D, and it
should be positioned normal to the measured surface through positioning stages. This probe
was shown to achieve repeatability (k = 1) between 56 nm and 229 nm when measuring
step heights in contact and non-contact modes, respectively [99,100].

Another approach using a quartz tuning fork as the input was shown in 2017. Here,
the microsphere tip of the probe interacts with the sample surface in tapping mode in the
z-axis, whereas it interacts in friction mode in the xy plane though it cannot distinguish the
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contact direction. The unidirectional repeatability of the probe was approximately 40 nm
with a sub-nanometre resolution of 0.38 to 0.45 nm in all directions [101].

Shear Force

Generally, there is a thin liquid layer on the surface of an object measuring in the tens of
nanometres in thickness. In 2014, the damping effect this layer has on a vibrating probe was
used to detect the distance from a measured sample’s surface [25,102]. The probe consists
of a glass micro-stylus shaft with a micro-glass sphere attached to one end; the stylus is
attached to a tuning fork quartz crystal resonator (TF-QCR) which is driven by a PZT
at the TF-QCR’s resonant frequency, as shown in Figure 5c. Here, the positioning stage
control is very important because the gap between the probe tip and the surface is a few
tens of nanometres when the probe signal changes. Probes with tip diameters between
9 µm to 100 µm have been demonstrated operating with measurement uncertainty (k = 2)
of 78.3 nm [103] and resolution of less than 3 nm [104]. As the measurable detection is
limited to one direction, the application of this technique for the measurement of features
such as micro-holes or free-form surfaces is difficult.

2.2.3. Acoustic Emission

The use of a rotating wire probe determining contact based on acoustic emission (AE)
as a cost-effective and sensitive probing system was presented in 2012 [105]. The probe is
created from a stainless steel tube with a wire with a diameter of 177 µm bonded onto the
tube, as shown in Figure 6. The wire section is bent at an angle of 45◦ for better repeatability
with various probe diameters achievable by cutting the wire to the desired length. When
the rotating wire contacts the part surface, a burst of generated AE signal is detected.
The AE signal is generated due to the rubbing or impact between the rotating wire and the
part surface.

Due to the use of acoustic emission to trigger a contact event, surface damage on
measured parts is evident though damage may be limited through the selection of wire
material [106]; only point-based trigger measurements are possible, surface geometry such
as roughness and form can impact on the repeatability of the measurement. This also raises
the question of limited traceability to the metre measurement and the requirement for
regular calibration with tool wear.
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Figure 6. Operating principle of acoustic emission probes.

This system has demonstrated the ability to measure micro holes down to a diameter
of 500 µm at depths of up to 1 mm and triggering repeatability (k = 1) of 126 nm [107].

2.3. Fibre-Probe Deflection

Optical fibre probes take optical measurements of the stylus tip or stem to determine
contact with the sample. These probes have high flexibility, low cost, low probing force,
and are simple to manufacture. The contact state of the probe tip is measured by detecting
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the deflection of the fibre using the following techniques: deflection of a guided laser on
a pixel array, deviation of the fibre probe’s shadow, and probes with built in FBGs.

2.3.1. Laser Guidance/Back Reflection

PTB and Werth developed a fibre opto-tactile probe in 1998 able to perform 2D mea-
surements, with a 3D implementation being developed in 2001 [108]. Here, an optical fibre
serves as the probing stylus and waveguide for a laser diode with a glass probing ball at its
tip, which is illuminated by the light exiting the fibre. The light backscattered from the tip
is imaged on a CCD sensor as a bright spot, which can be seen in Figure 7a. When the tip
makes contact, it is displaced in relation to the camera and the position of the light spot on
the sensor changes by a distance ∆, as shown in Figure 7b. A lateral contact resolution of
the measuring system of less than 50 nm is predicted, though this is strongly dependent on
the quality of the imaged light spot.

Fibre diameters of 15 µm and probing ball diameters of 25 µm have been realised [108]
allowing for analysis of micro-parts such as micro-gears with probe vibration to over-
come stick-slip friction effects [109]. Larger scale probes with a probe diameter of 74 µm
and a 1.5 mm long, 25 µm diameter glass stylus have also been demonstrated for the
characterisation of the micro-holes in fuel injectors (160 µm diameter × 0.9 mm length) [28].

The Werth probe style design was expanded on in 2011 by coupling the light directed
down the fibre probe into a secondary probe attached to the primary probe, allowing for
the light to be redirected back towards the detecting camera pixel array. This removed the
issue of shadowing for HAR measurements with a reported spatial resolution of 40 nm
and measurement repeatability (k = 1) of 60 nm, and probing force of <1 µN [110–112].
An axicon lens was added to the end of the probe to increase reflection with an improved
accuracy of 30 nm in xy plane and maximum deformation of 40 µm [113]. This was extended
in 2018, using a specifically designed spherical coupler to reduce loss of emergent light
in the coupling, improving both the resolution to 10 nm and SNR of output spot and its
stability [114].

Objective lensLaser 
input

Fibre probe

Measured sample

∆(b)Detector array

Focussing lens

(a)

Figure 7. Operating principle of fibre-probe-based tactile measurement techniques using laser
guidance/back reflection. (a) shows the probe in a stationary position, (b) shows the deflected probe
due to contact with a measured sample, this results in a shift of the imaged reflected light from the
probe tip on the detector array by ∆.

2.3.2. Probe Deflection Detection

This type of sensor configuration illuminates the cross-section of the fibre probe and
detects its shadow on a CCD camera; once contact with a sample occurs, the fibre probe is
deflected, and correspondingly its shadow moves across the CCD. This was first described
in 2004 [115] and expanded in 2006 [116] with an achievable uncertainty (k = 2) of 70 nm
when measuring a fibre ferrule hole (129 µm diameter over 0.5 mm depth). Probes with
lengths between 20 mm to 30 mm, diameters of 50 µm to 125 µm, and ball tip diameters
75 µm to 155 µm have been shown with a contact force of 0.2 µN during a 20 µm deflection.
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Later work in 2010 illuminated the fibre-probe stem from the side with a laser source,
as shown in Figure 8a When the stem is deflected, the light is diverted across the receiving
camera pixel array, as shown in Figure 8b [117] or in other implementations a dual-element
photodiode [32,118]. This approach only measures x and y deflection and exhibits x and y
coupling. The vibration of the probe was added in 2012 to prevent stick-slip friction be-
haviour due to surface forces, requiring characterisation of the vibration path to compensate
for elliptical motion [119–121].

Laser light sourceFocussing optics

Detection unit

Fixed end

Fibre probe

(a)

Measured sample

(b)

Figure 8. Operating principle of fibre-probe deflection based tactile measurement techniques.
(a) Shows the fibre probe in a stationary position, (b) shows the deflected probe due to contact
with a measured sample, which results in a shift of the measured laser spot.

This type of probe can be used in deflection and buckling [122]. However, coupling
between buckling and deflection means they need to be operated independently and may
impact each other’s results. In 2016, an FBG was used in the fibre-stem probe to both
improve axial resolution and decouple the axes [123]. This enabled a radial and axial
resolution of 5 nm and 8 nm, respectively, with a repeatability (k = 1) between 39 nm to
50 nm when measuring a 900 µm and 800 µm diameter ring gauge respectively.

Due to the fibre illumination, there is a limitation to the allowable component width
before shadowing. An optical slit can be used to reduce the beam width, but this also
reduces the illumination intensity and measurement sensitivity; installing a prism near the
stylus shaft has been shown to remove this limitation [124]. Fibre illumination angle using
oblique irradiation showed an improvement in measurement sensitivity [125]. The use of
contact triggering via displacement threshold detection potentially gives large errors due
to the surface geometry resulting in a time lag between real contact and detected contact.
A method for detecting the starting point of contact using a Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM), a type of deep learning, was shown to reduce this effect to within 0.04 µm [126].

Another approach to detecting probe deflection consisting of a fixed block, an optical
fibre cantilever with a shaft connected perpendicular to the cantilever with a probing sphere
on the end was shown in 2017. Here, a laser beam is coupled into one end of the fibre
and emitted from the free end of the fibre cantilever and is focused onto a camera pixel
array allowing for the determination of the probe’s deflection [127]. This probe is easy
to fabricate, inexpensive, has a high SNR, resolutions of 10 nm, 30 nm, and 5 nm in xyz,
respectively, and measurement uncertainly (k = 1) of 45 nm.

2.3.3. Fibre Bragg Gratings

As an FBG is subjected to stress, the reflected Bragg frequency will shift due to a change
in the periodic spacing of the grating. Direct integration of an FBG into the core of a fibre
probe stem has been demonstrated in 2009 [128], as the probe is deflected due to contact
with a sample, the Bragg frequency will shift according to this principle, as shown in
Figure 9a,b and thus a correlation with displacement can be determined. This probe is
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sensitive to axial loading with a measurement resolution of 60 nm but is insensitive along
the radial direction due to the fibre core being located in the neutral plane during radial
bending. In 2012, the use of a double FBG sensing structure was shown; here, both FBGs
are housed in a stainless steel tube, with one FBG acting as a reference and the other
extending beyond the end of the tube housing for probing and sensing displacement. This
configuration reduces the effect of noise, especially due to temperature changes, with the
resulting sensor having an improved axial resolution of 10 nm [129].
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Figure 9. Operating principle of FBG-based tactile measurement. (a) shows the probe in a stationary
position, the input signal into the FBG sensor along with the result reflected value is shown, (b) shows
the probe after deflection due to contact with a measured sample, which results in a shift of the
reflected wavelength, as shown. (c) shows a top view of a 4-core FBG sensor for multi-direction
sensing, the cores are constrained within a rigid tube.

In 2013, the use of a single-core and the simulation of a four-core FBG in a configuration,
as shown in Figure 9c, for a touch trigger with a probe of length 5 mm and end ball diameter
of 105 µm, with an axial resolution of 100 nm was shown. The FBG probe with four cores
was determined to have a theoretical axial resolution as high as that of a single-core
FBG probe with the capability to decouple 2D radial displacement with a resolution of
13 nm [130]. In 2014, a double fibre probe with a single FBG was shown to be able to
measure in both axial and radial directions with an axial resolution of 8 nm and radial
resolution of 30 nm [131]. This probe was demonstrated measuring nozzles in the injection
plate of a rocket engine with hole diameters from 218 µm to 536 µm at a depth of 3 mm.
This works given that the FBG core is no longer located in the neutral plane with low stress
from radial contact displacement. 3D measurements have also been demonstrated using
a two and four-core FBG in 2016 [132,133].

From 2016 to 2018, an FBG-based dynamic nano CMM probe was developed. The probe
stylus and FBG sensors were fixed onto the support, which was suspended with a three-
arm cantilever fabricated via chemical etching. A resolution of 13 nm was achieved
with a measurement force of less than 1.5 mN and an xyz repeatability (k = 1) of less
than 50 nm [134,135].

2.4. Summary of Contact Measurements

Contact measurement techniques suitable for high-aspect-ratio structure measure-
ments have been presented in this section and are separated by their operating mechanism
(flexure hinge, vibration, fibre probe) and summarised in Tables 1–3. Although many
methods have been presented in the literature, very few have made it through to commer-
cial production with the possibility of being purchased off the shelf. Some commercially
available tactile probes are available, including Xpress—Ganenn series and Heimen series
probes, IBSPE—Triskelion probe, Mitutoyo vibrating UMAP probe, Werth’s 2D and 3D
fibre probes, Zeiss – F25 SSP, and Renishaw TP200.
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From the tabulated information and previous sections, it can be seen that flexure hinge
approaches typically have a higher probing speed than vibration and fibre probes and
a higher resolution whilst maintaining a low measurement uncertainty. However, these
probes can be difficult to fabricate and require multiple sensing elements increasing probe
cost; additionally, they are typically larger than fibre or vibrating probes and hence have
a worse lateral resolution.

Vibrating probes offer the lowest probing force with the smallest scale probing heads
at a very high resolution. However, they typically can only measure in one direction and
can be difficult to use due to their vibration axis. Vibrating probes can also be highly
sensitive to their operating environment, especially temperature and vibrations; they also
typically have a probing depth which is less than the fibre- and hinge-based methods.

Fibre probes are simple in design and do not require complex electronics or mechanical
components, which can lead to a lower cost. These probes have a HAR with shaft lengths
into the tens of millimetres. These probes also exhibit low probing forces whilst maintaining
a high resolution and low measurement uncertainty/repeatability.

Table 1. List of some typical characteristics for flexure hinge based measurement techniques.

Parameter Piezoresistive
[60–62,64–70] Capacitive [71–74] Inductive [35,38,75] Optical [55,56,76–85]

Shaft length (mm) 1.5–6.8 2.3–15.3 - 5–150
Shaft diameter (µm) 30–500 200–1000 - 200–2000

Probe head (µm) 22–300 300–1000 100–1000 150–4000
Probing force (mN) 0.001–15 0.02–11.6 0.5 58–5200

Stiffness (N/m) 10–3654 10–337.8 20 0.1–11
Measurement

range (µm) 30–400 1–20 200 0.5–100

Resolution (nm) 0.1–500 3–71 - 0.5–100
Uncertainty
(k = 1) (nm) 10–100 11–110 50 0.14–250

Repeatability
(k = 1) (nm) 1.3–4.4 - 5 1.7–95

Probing speed (mm/s) 0.02–1 - 0.5 0.005–70

Table 2. List of some typical characteristics for vibration analysis based measurement techniques.

Parameter Vibroscanning [87–91] Resonant [25,93–104] Acoustic Emission [105–107]

Shaft length (mm) 0.11–3 0.9–5 10
Shaft diameter (µm) 20–160 5–200 -

Probe head (µm) 100–150 10–200 1.63 to 302.2
Probing force (mN) 0.0005–6 0.0001–0.05 -

Stiffness (N/m) 0.75 40–500 -
Measurement range (µm) 4–10 0.1–50 -

Resolution (nm) - 0.38–45 100
Uncertainty (k = 1) (nm) - 39.2 -

Repeatability (k = 1) (nm) 0.5 56–2000 126–861
Probing speed (mm/s) 0.05–0.5 1.4 ×10−6–1 0.05–0.6

Measurement speed (Hz) 100 Hz 5 to 500 100,000
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Table 3. List of some typical characteristics for fibre probe based measurement techniques.

Parameter Laser Guide [28,108–114] Probe
Deflection [32,115–127] FBG [128–135]

Shaft length (mm) 1–30 1–30 0.75–12.5
Shaft diameter (µm) 15–200 0.4–125 2–125

Probe head (µm) 10–300 1–200 102.5–280
Probing force (mN) 0.001–0.01 0.0002–26 0.001–2.94

Stiffness (N/m) 1 10 20
Measurement range (µm) 10–40 0.18–20 2.6–10

Resolution (nm) 10–50 1–30 8–60
Uncertainty (k = 1) (nm) - 22.5–55 200

Repeatability (k = 1) (nm) 50–300 20.6–54.4 19.9–256
Probing speed (mm/s) - 0.0001 to 0.01 -

Measurement speed (Hz) - 440 -

3. Non-Contact Measurement Techniques

Non-contact measurement is of significant interest because it generally allows for
fast data-point capture rates allowing for the creation of dense 3D point clouds which
more closely represent the sample’s topography without deforming the measured surface.
The basic principle of an active non-contact range-finding system is to project an electro-
magnetic wave onto an object and process the reflected signal to determine its distance.
There are many developed techniques for dimensional measurement that fall into this
category; however, not all are suitable for the measurement of HAR due to factors such as
deployment configuration leading to shadowing effects, material dependence on the mea-
surement result, and the required measurement scale applicable in this review. Approaches
covered in this review include low coherence interferometry (LCI), laser triangulation,
X-ray computed tomography (XCT), and capacitive.

Optical methods are promising non-contact measurement techniques, able to obtain
high resolution and precision [136,137] in the axial dimension. However, contact-type
measurements can provide a higher lateral resolution than optical methods; this is due to
optical measurement techniques being impacted by the sample’s surface parameters and
by the quality of the optics implemented for focusing, with the lateral resolution being
ultimately constrained by the diffraction limit.

One of the main issues associated with optical measurement techniques is the effect of
the measured component’s properties (geometry, surface, material, etc.) on the measure-
ment result. For instance, some surfaces can introduce spurious phase changes into the
light due to material properties. Thus, the relationship between the object properties and
the measurement uncertainty must be known for each optical sensor [138].

The reliability of optical profilers is strongly linked to light reflection with diffuse
scattering surfaces causing the incident light to scatter in many directions and a marginal
fraction back to the observation system. Although well known, this dependence on the
surface roughness and texture has not yet been quantified due to the difficulty in under-
standing the relationship between surface geometry and Maxwell’s equation, with the
additional dependency on optical configuration/technique and the surface—change any of
these and the relationship changes. This is in contrast to mechanical probing systems, which
can be easily modelled and their behaviour simulated to various surface topographies.

As the back-reflected signal from the sample is detected, there is a maximum measur-
able surface slope angle; this corresponds to half the aperture angle α of the optical system.
This is given by the Numerical Aperture (NA) equation (Equation (5)), noting that the
refractive index n of air is approximately 1. Thus, a smooth surface with an inclination angle
greater than α reflects no light back to the observation system and cannot be measured.
Nevertheless, an optical sensor’s ability to measure steep surfaces can be improved by
varying the sample alignment to the sensor’s optical axis [139].
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NA = n sin α (5)

3.1. Low Coherence Interferometry

LCI is based on the principle of coherence gating, allowing for absolute distance mea-
surements to be achieved through analysis of the interference region between the sample
and reference signal supplied using a low temporal coherence (broadband) light source or
a tuneable laser. There are many configurations that can be used to implement an LCI sys-
tem, as shown in Figure 10a–c. Here, the use of time-domain, reference scanning Figure 10a,
single-shot stepped reference Figure 10b, and Fourier/spectral-domain Figure 10c imple-
mentations are shown. These systems can provide absolute depth-resolved measurements,
simple sensor multiplexing, and fibre-optic coupling with high axial and lateral resolutions.
However, these probes only have the capability to measure in one dimension, making them
subject to drift within the measured hole about the axis of rotation and unable to perform
measurements of overhangs or the bottom of holes/features.
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Figure 10. Schematics of exemplar LCI probe layouts for HAR measurement. (a) scanning reference
mirror, cm = cold mirror, m = mirror, bs = beam splitter, (b) single-shot tilted/stepped reference mirror,
(c) single-shot spectral-domain, and (d) exemplar side-angled probes for measuring HAR sidewalls.

The use of optical fibres has been investigated across various sensor areas demonstrat-
ing their ability to greatly improve the performance of interferometric systems. This is
mainly attributed to their small size, low weight, multiplexing, remote sensing, high flexi-
bility, low propagating loss, high sensitivity, low fabrication cost, small form factor, high
accuracy, immunity to electromagnetic interference, and robustness to high temperature
and irradiation, which make them attractive for many applications [140]. There have been
many instances of fibre-deployed LCI profilometers, most notably in the field of biomedical
science, where it is termed optical coherence tomography due to its use in tomographic
measurement of the human body [141]. Some implementations for dimensional metrology
of industrial components and in-hole measurements have also been demonstrated, as
detailed in this section.

A fibre-based LCI sensor in a common-path Fizeau donor/Michelson receiver config-
uration using a tilted reference mirror to remove the requirement for reference stepping
and provide single-shot measurement is shown in the literature. However, this limits the
operating range due to the fringe’s visibility relationship with the tilt angle. This system
has a variable working distance of 100 µm, measuring range of 160 µm, accuracy in the
nanometre range, and depth dependent uncertainty between 16.9 nm to 67.6 nm (linear
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increase with distance from measurement object). A 80 µm diameter fibre with a focusing
probe made from a GRIN prism ground with an angle of 45◦ producing a spot size of
approximately 7 µm was implemented. The measurement of automotive injection nozzles
was demonstrated with a measurement uncertainty (k = 1) of less than 100 nm [142].

In 2012, a tandem LCI sensor was developed with a common-path Fizeau sensing
probe using a 30 µm diameter fibre probe with a 45°angle polished onto it to measure the
side walls of small diameter holes with a measurement uncertainty (k = 2) of 89 nm [143].
Here, a measurement- and reference-interferometers connected by single-mode optical
fibre produce an interference fringe if the optical path lengths are the same in both interfer-
ometers. This setup is shown in Figure 10a. Hence, by scanning the reference mirror and
tracking its position using the interference fringes generated using the He-Ne laser, the
surface distance can be determined.

A fully-deployed LCI sensor using a common-path spectral domain configuration and
bare single-mode fibre sensing head (as depicted in Figure 10c) has proven to be an effective
method for measuring surface topography [144]. This system is highly robust in diverse
operating environments due to its common-path and single-shot measurement capabilities.
The system has been tested in air, water, paraffin, and metalworking fluid with minimal
effects on linearity ((k = 2) 135 nm to 159 nm), measurement accuracy, and precision ((k = 2)
of 56 nm to 76 nm in air and water, respectively) [145]. Moreover, the sensor can operate
with the sensing head coupled within a high-speed liquid jet to flush surface contaminants
while maintaining a homogeneous operating environment [146]. The sensor’s measurement
range is limited by the spectral sampling frequency of the spectrometer, with the current
configuration yielding a measurement range of 2.1 mm.

The development of a low-cost, compact, monocrystalline silicon interferometer for
performing the profilometry measurement, which was 390 µm × 550 µm, and 4 mm
long [147], took place in 2012, which demonstrated the potential affordability and scalability
of low-coherence interferometry for microprobe implementations. Additionally, a traceable,
low cost, and fast axial calibration scheme has also been presented [148], which takes
advantage of LCI’s ability to perform tomographic measurements, and this is suitable for
on-machine or embedded application.

3.2. Laser Triangulation

Laser triangulation for dimensional surface measurement is well established within
the industry, being a cost-effective solution to provide micrometre-level measurement
accuracy with fast scan speeds. However, due to the operating principle, it is difficult to
miniaturise to a sub-millimetre scale and can exhibit long warm-up times (approximately
20 min) for stable operation [149]. The technique works, as shown in Figure 11a, as the
measured object moves through the measurement plane, the location of the beam reflected
from the sample surface on the detector will change. The distance of the object from the
scanner can then be determined through triangulation.

In 2014, the measurement of internal screw threads (<M4) took place using a commer-
cial laser displacement sensor and redesigning the optical path using a 45° inclined mirror
to allow sidewall measurement, as shown in Figure 11b. The sensor was specified with an
accuracy of 1.5 µm, an axial resolution of 30 nm, a measurement range of 30 mm ± 5 mm,
and with an effective laser spot size of 20 µm to 100 µm [150]. This approach was also
used in 2021 to measure the sidewalls of slots and bores [151]. Due to the mirror size
employed and minimal offset, the smallest measurable hole diameter was 1.44 mm. Due
to the shadowing of the holes, the measurement depth was strongly linked to the hole
diameter with 6 mm, 8 mm, and 10 mm diameter holes giving measurable depths of 3.9 mm,
5.35 mm, and 6.9 mm, respectively, with an axial resolution of 1.3 µm.
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Figure 11. (a) Schematic showing the principle of triangulation sensors for calculating the distance
of a part. ∆ describes the distance from the zeroed region and δ the corresponding shift of the laser
spot on the detector array. δ is calculated from the known distances a and b and the known angles
θ1 and θ2. (b) an application example of how an existing triangulation sensor can be adapted for
in-hole measurement.

In 2016, a custom hardware solution was shown for the measurement of shaft holes
inside car engine blocks (92 mm diameter × 550 mm length), using four laser triangulation
sensors installed at different positions. The measuring error was less than 4 µm and
standard deviation less than 2 µm with a measuring time of 3 min per engine block [152].

3.3. X-ray Computed Tomography

XCT is an imaging technique that provides a non-destructive volumetric reconstruc-
tion of a component by placing a sample within a conical beam of X-rays, which pass
through the object and are detected by a flat panel detector. By rotating the object and
taking successive 2D images, 3D reconstruction of the object can be achieved, as shown
in Figure 12a. However, these systems are often expensive, have a slow measurement
speed, have a low resolution which reduces with offset from the X-ray source, are large,
use a radioactive source, require expert operators, and produce image artefacts dependent
on multiple parameters from misalignment of the source, rotation axis, sample, or detector,
scattering, beam hardening due to polychromatic X-ray source, ring artefacts from defec-
tive or uncalibrated detector elements, etc., which result in generates distortions in the
reconstructed CT volume that induce errors [153].

The spatial resolution of XCT systems for dimensional measurement is typically lim-
ited around 4 µm to 10 µm for objects with dimensions in the 0.5 mm to 25 mm range [154],
for larger samples, the achievable resolution is several tens of micrometres [155]. To im-
prove voxel resolution, the incorporation of a scintillator mask followed by optical lenses
to optically magnify the image before reaching the CCD detector, as shown in Figure 12b,
has been demonstrated. This technique is known as X-ray microscopy (XRM) and enables
images down to 500 nm. Additionally, X-ray focusing elements have been demonstrated
in literature for improving XRM resolution using Fresnel zone plates or Kirkpatrick-Baez
mirrors [156]; these approaches are known as nano-XRM, with commercial systems (Sigray
TriLambda-30 NanoXRM) claiming resolutions down to 35 nm. However, these additions
limit the operating range of the system; XRM systems can perform dimensional measure-
ments on volumes of 5 mm3 or less [155], and Nano-XRM systems have a limited field of
view with sample sizes typically below 100 µm in diameter.
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Figure 12. Schematic showing how X-ray CT systems work in both (a) traditional XCT formats and
in a (b) XCT microscopy format.

Examples of using XCT techniques for the dimensional measurement of parts have
also been shown in the literature. In 2012, the use of a Synchrotron (XRM) for distinguishing
between EDM and CNC drilled diesel injectors (designed diameters: of the CNC nozzle
320 µm and EDM nozzle 180 µm) was demonstrated, the spatial resolution of this system
was 9 µm with a 15-min measurement time [157]. In 2018, hard-to-measure compliant
structures ranging from 0.6 mm to 65 mm were also shown, with <2 µm difference be-
tween XCT and extrapolated CMM results [158]. In 2022, the use of an XRM system for
performing accurate 3D dimensional metrology of multi-sphere phantoms was shown to
give a repeatability (k = 1) of 100 nm and a reproducibility of 350 nm [155].

3.4. Capacitive Probes

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, capacitive probing techniques measure the change in
capacitance between a probe tip and measured surface to detect the surface’s position.
This section looks at using this principle to directly determine the distance of the probe
to the sample surface using two approaches demonstrated in the literature and shown
schematically in Figure 13. The measurement quality is strongly affected by the envi-
ronmental conditions, material type, and topography, noting that only metallic surfaces
are measurable. Typically, these sensors tend to have a low lateral resolution due to the
extended electric field but a very high axial sensitivity with 3D isotropic detection and
low cost.
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Figure 13. Schematic showing how capacitive probes work in both (a) capacitive rod and (b) spherical
coupling implementations.

In 2009, an approach to fast hole diameter measurement in less than 8 s was presented
using a capacitive rod probe, as shown in Figure 13a, a comparative measurement with
a CMM took at least 1 min depending on a number of points taken with an accuracy of
within 3 µm when measuring holes with diameters of approximately 2.45 mm to 2.75 mm.
However, factors such as circularity and profile are not captured [159].

A capacitive probing sensor with a 3 mm diameter spherical probing head was devel-
oped in 2010, demonstrating a resolution better than 5 nm and less than 10 nm non-linearity
over its operating range of 1 µm [160]. A wide range of probe geometries are possible
for hole diameter measurement, for general probing operations (3 mm × 100 mm) [160],
and the use of novel flake shaped probes of thickness 30 µm for measurement of micro-
moulds (100 µm × 1500 µm) [161].

In 2019, a spherical scattering electrical-field probe was developed, as shown in
Figure 13b to achieve 1 nm resolution with 6 nm nonlinearity within a sensing range of
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1.2 µm, after correction. This was achieved using probes with diameters from 1.5 mm
to 3 mm and a 150 mm long stylus [162], with a measurement uncertainty (k = 2) of
200 nm [163]. In 2020, modelling of this sensor allowed for the determination of point
probing capabilities with 31% of total surface charge on a 1 mm diameter ball, which was
concentrated in 1% of the total probing ball surface when operating with a 0.3 µm probing
gap and remained unchanged with varying surface geometry or probing gap within the
sensing range allowing approximate point probing capability [164].

3.5. Summary of Non-Contact Measurements

Various types of non-contact measurement sensors suited to the measurement of
high-aspect-ratio features have been covered in this section. Table 4 presents a summary
of these systems operating characteristics. Some of the methods presented are currently
commercially available; these include Werth—Interferometer probe WIP, Sempre group—
Novacam Tubeinspect and Bore also inspect LCI based, Bruker Alicona—vertical focus
probing, Taylor Hobson—TALYscan 280, and Nikon—X-ray CT.

Table 4. List of some typical characteristics for covered non-contact measurement techniques

Parameter LCI [140–148] Laser Triangulation
[149–152] XCT [153–158] Capacative [159–164]

Shaft length (mm) 4–50 12.5–550 N/A 100–150
Shaft diameter (µm) 30–550 3700–18,000 N/A 30–2200

Probe head (µm) 30–800 3700–18,000 N/A 1000–3000
Measurement range

(µm) 160–2100 1500–5000 500–65,000 0.2–200

Resolution, XY (nm) 7000–40,000 110,000–650,000 40–40,000 -
Resolution, Z (nm) 5500–46,000 30–1300 40–40,000 1–150
Uncertainty (k = 1)

(nm) 16.9–89 1300 500–25,000 100

Repeatability (k = 1)
(nm) 25.5–100 1100–5900 40–1400 1000–3000

Linearity (k = 1) (nm) 16.9–67.6 9 - 6–10
Measurement speed

(Hz) Hz–kHz Hz–kHz 0.25–1.5 -

LCI can provide high-aspect ratio probes whilst maintaining high resolution and
measurement speeds with an adequate operating range and low measurement uncertainty.
However, due to the fibres being highly flexible, there may be issues in maintaining a stable
position during measurement with either the sample of the sensor requiring translation
and rotation for in-hole measurement.

From Table 4 and the previous sections, it can be seen that commercial laser trian-
gulation systems can be readily converted for hole sidewall measurements; alternatively,
custom-configured systems can be made. These systems offer fast measurement speed and
large operating ranges; however, they are difficult to miniaturise, have a lower resolution
and limited operating depth.

X-ray CT can measure internal features not accessible to other techniques, but is more
expensive, time-consuming, limited resolution, and utilises ionising radiation which can
potentially harm human operators if not properly controlled.

Capacitive probes can achieve high axial precision but typically have a small linear
operating range and lower lateral resolution and cannot operate as a profilometer.

4. Challenges

Measurement of the HAR feature poses a difficult metrology challenge with expected
increased complexities in future applications. Some of the issues encountered during the
measurement of HAR features have been highlighted in the technology review portion of
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this paper. The following topics are considered in this section, covering surface topography
complexity, in-process metrology, measurement range, and translation mechanisms.

The increasing use of internal structures due to techniques such as additive manufac-
turing poses a particularly difficult metrology problem with current solutions and research
often limited to XCT. Current contact techniques for HAR measurements have a limited
operating range; angling the probe provides some expansion of capabilities though it is still
very constrained [165]. However, optical probes with specially designed probing heads
are available for measuring undercuts in holes or with MEMS mirrors for steerable beam
delivery within a hole.

To perform a measurement, the sensor needs to be positioned within the vicinity
of the sample (or vice-versa). Thus, the translation mechanism has a large impact on
measurement accuracy, volume, speed, and repeatability, and limits what geometries can
be measured. XYZ scanning stages and rotary stages are commonly used. To allow further
flexibility, sensors may in the future be coupled with flexible ‘snake’ probes commonly
used within biomedical endoscopic procedures. Current ‘snake-probes’ with 2 degrees
of freedom (DoF) and a diameter of 2.6 mm have been demonstrated [166] or 5 DoF with
a 3 mm diameter have also been shown [167]. However, to be deployed successfully,
these translational tools require a more precise determination of the probe orientation and
position within the sample. Additionally, only certain techniques may be applicable to
this approach, such as fibre-based non-contact or capacitive methods. This is becoming
a common occurrence within the biomedical field, and some of the sensors presented in
this review have a footprint which could be integrated with current technologies.

Due to the increasing interest in the application of functional surface texture design for
improving performance characteristics of parts, the need to measure geometry and surface
texture simultaneously and accurately is rapidly increasing. This requires techniques which
can function over a large measurement range and provide high data-point density; thus,
measurement speed becomes increasingly important, as well as adequate lateral and axial
resolutions to capture the features of the part.

The need for in-process measurement is becoming increasingly desirable. In situ
measurement requires high-speed, robust sensors, resilient to the manufacturing environ-
ment, with efficient algorithms to allow appropriate machine adaptation without slowing
down the manufacturing process. As mentioned, the requirement for form and roughness
measurement is challenging, for in-line measurements, this requires sensors and algorithms
able to handle the high-acquisition and processing speeds required for an in-line inspection
regime. Most of the reviewed techniques have been developed within environmentally con-
trolled laboratories and have yet to demonstrate robustness within industrial measurement
settings, with many showing high sensitivity to thermal changes.

5. Summary and Outlook

There is a growing requirement for measurement systems able to provide dimensional
information on HAR structures. There is also an increase in the incorporation of surface
texturing for performance enhancement to improve characteristics such as heat transfer,
lubrication, and wettability. These factors have resulted in the need for measurement
systems which can reach these difficult regions and acquire dimensional information across
multiple orders of magnitude from surface roughness to form. Increased richness in
datasets is also becoming an apparent need in terms of data-point density and data types
offering a better understanding of the object.

This paper reviews and provides a summary of state-of-the-art techniques for 3D
surface measurement in relation to HAR structures. It has shown that although many
techniques have been developed, the majority remain within the prototype to in-laboratory
operation stage with high sensitivity to environmental disturbances and relatively slow
data-point capture or scanning speeds. There are also few studies focusing on their use for
surface profile measurements of complex internal microstructures. Additionally, the studies
focus on simple geometries, such as straight holes without expansion to the more complex
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structures, which are of increasing interest. Currently, only XCT approaches are readily able
to provide insight into these structures. However, these systems are large, slow, difficult to
qualify for traceability, require highly skilled users and utilise hazardous radiation with no
clear path to an application for mass inspection regimes. Hence, the expansion of methods
with flexible probes, such as optical fibre-based or capacitive-based systems, may allow for
better measurement traceability, resolution, accuracy, and convenience.

To meet the speed, resolution, flexibility, operating range, and robustness require-
ments, in-line measurement of the highlighted structure types probing a surface with an
intentionally manipulated light beam such as LCI appears currently to be a cost and time-
effective approach to perform 3D surface and form reconstruction measurements currently.
However, the selection of measurement hardware is case dependent, and it has been noted
that there are still many persisting challenges; the requirement to consolidate best practices
and progress the integration of metrology with modern manufacturing systems is clear.
Careful evaluation of the original works referenced within this paper is required before
spending effort adopting any for practical applications.
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